
Drilling machine specialist Janbac chose the
2001 Vitrum Fair in Milan, Italy, to showcase
recent improvements to some of its machines,
including an innovative on-board computer, a
new laser-positioning system, a sensitive lever
for smoother drilling, and new drill bits. The
company also talked about the latest addition
to its range of drilling machines: the 6000 MT
with Carousel. Glass Technology International
interviewed Janbac General Manager, Frank
Bachmann, about the advantages of the latest
crop of company innovations.

Dermot Heaney
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then: a slightly larger drilling
table, a change from a spot
system laser positioner to a
cross-system positioner which,
Bachmann claims, is faster
and does not entail any clean-
ing devices on the spindle. It
is positioned out-side the spin-
dle, as opposed to the original
position in the middle of the
spindle, which exposed the
laser to glass dust and water
and was also more difficult
to access for cleaning opera-
tions, a factor which meant
inevitable delays in production.

reputation for expertise cannot be
maintained without innovation.
French glass drilling specialist 

Janbac is a company that sets out to surprise
customers with the quality of i ts new 
developments. Faithful to that tradition, it chose
the 2001 Vitrum fair in Milan, Italy, to 
present a range of improvements aimed at
enhancing quality, production speed and ease
of operation.

NEW ON-BOARD COMPUTER
The first innovation for 2001 was the new

computer mounted on the 2800 CN pro-
grammable and manual drilling machine.
This computer is easier to use than the pre-
vious model and the program has been mod-
ified for simpler use. It is also available in four
languages, compared with the previous two-
language version.

IMPROVED DRILLING MACHINE
A further important development is the

‘FE’ drill for large glass thicknesses. The
prototype of this machine was unveiled at
Glasstec 2000 in Düsseldorf, Germany. Sev-
eral modifications have been introduced since
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ENHANCED ALL-ROUND
DRILLING MACHINE

New features have also been
introduced to the 2900 all-round
drilling machine for the build-
ing and furniture industries. In
particular, these include a cross-
laser system and a sensitive
lever which, the company claims,
enhances drill movement and
supplies a smoother action.

NEW DRILL BITS
A f urther significant devel-

opment takes the form of the
new drill bits mounted on the
2900 drilling machine. Bach-
mann explained that these are

Hole diameter 3-120 millimetres

Glass thickness 3-22 millimetres

Drilling table size 700 x 700 millimetres

Pneumatic support table size 3,000 x 1,500 mm

Throat depth 1,300 millimetres

Installed power 3 to 5 kw (depending on operations)

Weight 500 kilos

Overall dimensions 2,100 x 870 x 1,900 millimetres

Spindle rotation speed 800-4,000 rpm

Number of spindle pairs 1

Spindle types hydro-pneumatic

2900 - TECHNICAL DATA

2900 drilling machine, laser 
and pneumatic table 2903
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not produced by the company, but manufactured
to Jambac specifications. He stated that the main
advantage of using these new components is
breakage- and chipping-free drilling opera-
tions. He admitted that such drills can cost up
to three times the price of normal drills, but
stressed that where quality is a priority, as it
usually is with tempered glass, then this drill
provides the answer - the company’s claim
being that, though the drill bit is relatively
expensive, the price is amply offset by the
reduced number of costly reject pieces.

NEW MULTI-SPINDLE MACHINE
The next innovation to be introduced was not

actually on show at the Jambac stand because
of its size. The 6000 MT with Carousel is a mul-
ti-spindle machine, mounting up to four heads.
The glass sheets come from the cutting and
grinding operations and are held in position by
a vacuum system on the carousel device which
carries the glass to the drill heads. As the
machine is programmable, the heads them-
selves can be programmed to move and drill
simultaneously and drill additional holes on the
glass sheet as required; the glass is then
removed from the other side and transferred to
a conveyor, mounting a false position, which
allows producers to extract samples from the
line to check accuracy and quality. Bachmann
also stated that if this entry is used with anoth-
er drilling machine arranged at right-angles, the
already fast drilling speeds can be doubled.

In closing, Bachmann revealed that the
company had very recently sold such machines
to Glaverbel’s furniture subsidiary Mirodan of
Belgium, a prominent Indian automotive glass
producer, and Saint-Gobain. The company is
particularly optimistic about the future prospects
for this machine.  ■

Hole diameter 4-50 millimetres

Glass thicknesses 3-20 millimetres

Minimum glass sizes 300 x 600 millimetres

Maximum glass sizes  2,500 x 1,700 mm 

Throat depth 800 millimetres

Maximum installed power 10 Kw (for four pairs of spindles)

Minimum distance between holes 100 millimetres

Maximum distance between holes 2,500 millimetres
(other dimensions on request)

Maximum weight 4,500 kilos

Overall dimensions 3,500 x 3,000 x 2,300 millimetres

Spindle rotation speed 1,000-5,000 rpm

Number of spindle pairs 1-4

Spindle types hydraulic or numerically controlled

Positioning accuracy ± 0.1 millimetres

Glass support manual loading/unloading table, 
belt conveyor or carousel

6000 MT - TECHNICAL DATA

Information Service no. 101  
See coupon on the last page
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